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:THE TITLE OF THIS SPEECHJ

:Marvin CI Alkin
, !

The title df this speech is: ,?,(choose one

a) Why Eva-Illations Don't Work.

1

)' Confessions of an EV,aluation Sinner

Testimonial of a Twice.born Evaluator

A Description Of the Sc DimensiOns of aci)

Context-oriented Eval Liation ,Matrix

e) Musing andflutterings of a Middle-aged

(Moderately-Middle-aged) Evaluator

I used to think any things that ,I no longer believe. I believed things

about My physical abilitiesk, believed things about the extent to which

could drive myself to further, achievement's,- I believed things about the
r

extent to w ich certain kinds of accomplishments were important to me.

Perhaps'even I belfeed things about my sexual magnetism. And there were

other beliefs. ,Many'of them a'illsO have been dispelled, partially as a function

(I expect) of the aging process.

Some of the things that I believed about evaluation have alsd been

Perhaps ten years ago, he I left my other disciplinary endeavors,

in.Education\and became "bornuM,s an evalUatorc I surveyed the field, noted

Keynote speech presented at the annual meeting of the California
Educational Re,\ search Association, Burlingame CA,.Noyember 18, 1976.



the extent'. to which there were so many,misgpided practitioners, and decided

that knowledge by me of the "true" way of evaluation' and'personal ,practice''

of the "right" way of evaliltion were not in and of themselves sufficient.

Indeed, what was necessary was a' massive missionaey effort at converting the

heathens (and assorted other misguided individuals) to what I cgJled the true

relic ion, ''decision-oriented evaluation."

I felt then that there was clearly a need to do something about miscon- , /

Ceptions of evaluationooked around, and saw the host of misguided.

evaluators.
,

Look dt them, look 'at them,'thought I, glancing at the host of researchers

pretending to.be evaluatdrs. Don't they know, don't they know hat research

is not evaluation?

Webster says (dictionary Webster) that research is "studious

inquiry, usually a critical and exhaustive investigation or'experimentation.,

having for its aim the revision of accepted.conclusiOns the light of newly,

discovered facts." And, oh how I hammered at that. Experimentation? Was

evaluation experimentation? Was the aim Of evalpation simply the revision of

accepted conclusions? Certainly, evaluatio had as its goal something other

than adding to the body of.scientific know dge. Surer evaluation had as

its aiM something other than discovering - additional insights into the nature

of an entity based_ upon-incontrovertible evid nce. Clearly evaluation is
.,..

i

differe t from research. Clearly evaluation meant more than (or\jess than

(dependi g upon your bias) the accumulation of research findings.
,

But I felt that this was understood. The distinction,between evaluationunderstood.

and research faiOy broadly accepted. The message was that research con-

ditions are nottays possiblend that research conditions may he. ',/^r
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most appropriate in the conduct of evaluations in real world program settings.

Schools are not laboratories; children are not easily experimented with; and

the demdnd for rigorous experimental control frequently is not possible in

educational administrative settings. This, however, did riot mean that the

evaluator should not attempt to approximate research conditions in the field

tp be the best extent possible. But, research conditions could usually not be

met within school contexts. Moreover, the concern of the evaluator as opp6sed

tothat of the researcher was the provision of information, the best possible

information under the conditions existing within the field setting.

And so the gos'pel got spread. But, there remained some disbelievers.

There- remained some who still _felt that good evaluation was good research and

; that bad .research was, of necessity; bad evaluationan evaluation could only

be classified as . "well done" if it was good research and anything thought of

as a poor research study must qu'id.pro quo be-poor evaluation.

Also, there were the measurement specialists- and there were the

statisticians_

Look at them, look at them, look at them, t4 Ought I, glancing at the host

of measurement specia ists pretending to be evaluators. Don't they know,

don' they know, that evaluation isimore than simply measurement? And sb,

the raditional measurement `roasters, the measurement, establishment if you

will, wisely shook their heads; recognized a- rising trend, saw this new word

"6atuation" coming over the horizOn, nd with-perspicacity and sagaciousness

sutcumbed to the new movement: 'And how did these traditional masters of

A

surementthe norm-referencedtestmakeiissuccumIi?.imple, they continued
)

writing their measurement texts in precisely the same way, with the chapter

3



headings almost exactly the same, with the'content almostfidentttal but

changed the titles of the books to "MeasureMent and-tdial4aation in the SthoolS"-,

"Measurement and Evaluation in Education and Psychology", "Measurement and

Evaluation in Teaching". (And these,are, as you know, honest to Gosh titles.)

But, the emphasis was the same. The claimed 'synonymity of the words s

/
umeasureMehti' and 'evalu6lion" was.implied in the very.kitle of the bboks.

And, when they infrequently ventured into the real world to do a%evaluation;

it was simply 'a question of selecting or devising, a measure and reporting

the results. That was it. .Evaluation was measurement of result's.

But there was another failing of the ,work of the measurement masters--

the results. And'what results! Results based almost exclusively onthe'use

of norm referenced tests whose match with program objectives was dubious at

best.

But there were some, there were some among'-the measurement speciali

who saw the folly of this reasoning. There'were some among the modern'
29119_

1

measurement sages, who recognized the errorof basing evaluative judgmepts

ir? school situations upon the results of norm referenced tests that mitiht or

might not (usually not) have a relationship to the content taught in educa-

c5tional programs. This cult developed holy words that all throughout the land

came to know --"Behavioral Objective," easureable Objective," "Criteri-bn-
t

reWenced testing," "Objectives based Evaluatign." The dogma was learned,hy

'-r
,fall, (no, pe'rhaps"experienced by all"-is a better way ),Folauttihg

)--)

Malt write -behavioral objectiks," "Thou shalt write them and write them and

write them." "Ahou shalt write them in measureable terms," "Thou shalt write

them upon the doorposts of Thy house and upon'Thy A127's," moreover, "Thou

place them in column F on page 6..1," 'and so on: The experience was

4
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religious. Small doses of 'dogma, with similar small doses of practice led

to ngskof s9f-righteousness, Large'd s of both led to feelings of
.

indignation toward non-believers.
_

Yet, theapproaohremajned simplistic. The key to evaluation was

F-
measureMent. True, 'a newkind of measurement, but measurement and evaluation

were still taken as synonyMous terms..-'TO measure (properly measure.in cri

r a

terion reference terms that is), to measure.was in essence to: perform-evalua-

u.

tion.
/

But again I implored, don't you see that

.

. juft measurement, don't you,see-that
.
the decision's to be made as a consequence

._ .

ibf he evaluation perhaps have as much to do with.the way in which the evua-
. 1

',

't n should be conducted.a do.the objecti4s td be measured. ileasurement is-

. `4

a 'part (I-grant you',' an 'important part) but nevertheless only a small part of
4.

.

V, a

the science (perhaps in reality,it- is an art) of evaluation.

lono avail. Nay heard al may heeded the call to decision-oriented
r-

,

-.-. e /-
. ,

,

evaluation, but the seductive entrappings of this neatly presented, enter-.
.--.

tainingi and simple road to-evalNation salvation gained many followers. Didn!t

/
they know, Odn't they know, thV4t measurement.is.just one part of evaluation?

-;:f 1

But the mistaken measurement sp6cialists were not alone in their innocence,
____'

uation is far more than

-there were als_o the - sophisticated statisticians. .

Look 4 theM, look at them, thought.I, glancifig at.the host of statis7
,

' ticians acting as though statistical methodology.was synonymous with evalua-

_,
tion. At that, most of the stuff'that they wereLiTeddling was psychological

statistics, the statistics of psychological experimentatioq7 What about
4

social esearch methodology which_in many respects is more appropriate for



the kinA of situations faced by most evaluators? .what about the 'siatistical

procedures of the economists, as they cast light upon cost effectiveness kinds

of questi is in evaluation?..What about thse statistical procedures employed in

operations research mb.dels2)
,

siatAtical analysis is an important part of the evaluation

operation. But hear them talk, one might tFink'that the major'rfaipng of

the Coleman -Cvaluation was-the wayin whieh the enalysis-wa done. Article

.
after article has been wrten criticizing the-analytic 'procedur ae sug-ge ting

even more esoteric,*dels for "fine tuning" the data. From this point of vieiw,

the.fapings of the Col Tan Evaluatiop,are' not related to the appropriatenesS
. *

the data collected:(to the way it was collected; to the attention (or lack

r N..
/

of att ntion) by .the evalUators to the.political context, or tO the attention

(or lack of attention) by the evaluators to otherXternal data sources,that

might be viewed and considered by those major policy positions. All are

incidental to the mAj s't* of the analysis. The sophistication of the statis-7

tical sophistry ,reign supreme.

My Words, and the words of other similarly inclined evaluation prophets,

fall On deaf ears. For many, evaluation was synonymous with staThtical

analysis. there were a few other "things that one "thought about,,but it

was - primarily statistical analysis. Wouldn't they accept, CouldWt they accept,

/ that statistics is,just one part Of evaluationr-

In )/uxtaposition to these feelings of what evaluation was not, I and

others had been pulling together thoughts on what evaluation is it had

//

been at U.C.L.A. developing, refining, and aging my brand of evaluation stuff.

h.od ht 2(11 tillim] but ditailt, (valuation vine-yard.

4.



Dan Stufflebeam,.and the late Mal Provus, to, fame two, had each been

approaching evaluation in a si-milar way\ (Indeed there were some who cof-

fingl dubbed us fellow "handmaidensyof decision makers"--referring of course'

to ,oLtr concern for.r&cognizing'the specific decision issues involved. ["liand-

maiden" thought of Dan Stufflebeam wearing a scanty swimsuit,rose in-teeth,

laurel-1w ead, carrying bowl of fruit, tripping lightly'(?) through woodL
.

following a/decision maker])

We all said similar things about what evaluation is not. Evaluation is

Dot synonymous with research'!' Ileasuremen.tralone is not the essence of,eval-

uation. Statistical analysis alone is not the essence of\evaluation.

We all believed that the purpose of evaluation was the collection, analY7
+.8

s-k, and reporting of information re-levant for specific decision concerns.

Evaluationrmus,kbe decision- oriented and the activities that the evaluator

ngages in must contthually usp the decision concerns as,a guiding framework.

We all defined various decision lve, fs or decision .types that we felt'

occurred as a part orthe edpcational decision" process. The distinctions

between the decision types that each orus identified were based'primarily

upon diTferences in point of view, and differences in the kinds of school

systems that we had been exposed to,. or were operating in. -Ma1,4Provus, for.

example, was at the. time serving as director of research andtalUation for

the Pittsburgh Public Schools and had, to be particularly tuned to the needs

and organizational functioning of a district such as that. My,own experience

-Jand orientation,.perhapl was towards the middle-sized kind of school district.

4e Ill tried to develop specific evaluation proce'dures that could be

employed by evaluators in acquiring the kinds of information necessary for each

<1.
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of the decision types Oath d been stipulated,. In Our own ways, eacPi of usl.'
4,+

.

attempted to clarify and define precisely 'the steps that a decision-oriented

evaluator must-follow in order to be maximally effectiVe.:--In,our own ways,

each of us attemptedfo disseminate these views do evalUatlon,procedures to
)

practitioners. I, for my part, OastYucted efforts at dissemination of eval-
/

uation information, through the Center for the Study of Evaluation,'which I
.f ,J 4

directed. I begiln the process by.creatin-'a variety of evaluation training

materials.-- Evaluation Workshops/Needs Assessment'Kit/Othar EvaluattpW Kits

for.Llontat School Practitioners.'

.

, I believe that the decision-orienteM viiew(gf eval6a,tion enjoyed (-and

enjoys) some modest success'. Manyravadopted the ViewpOrt that evaluation
l

has as its4-rime function the provision of inforRation for decision making --
n

(that th,e ;evaluator has,aS,- one,7-of his major concerns; to dei.'grelpie the likely
,

deO'sicms. prior to commencing evaluation datk collgct on or analysisi.

And 'now} for the confession that I had. earlier pkAised. "Prepts that

'I have preached are ret witrout7,th,eir fgilings.'" (Let's see, it says hgre.

[looking down at notes] "Leave plenty- Hof time for the gasp of astonishment

froR the audience toubside before continuing"). Yes, many people ,haVe.sten

4
the decision-oriented evaluation point f view, many people have seen the

ht.. Perhaps the problem is that some 'have seen too much HOC

The naivete and the simpliciN tyc.that I abhorred to other approaches is
0

Equally present in the practice, of decision-oVfented evaluation,as conducted

by many. These deficiencies stem primarily from the incorrect aSsumption by

some that the evaluation decision-making link is clean, firm, direct and

fr,

Ihi a,suription invariably leads; to the understnding that the
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considered by -the decision maker as an adequate response to the decision ques-

.tion that he had in mind. Thus, in essence,-I as the evaluator simulated some

evaluationresolts ("suppose I told you that X percent of the students had
--1

0 q,
.

accomplished such and. such an objective ".,- "suppose I told you.that 75A of
,

.

,

the parents ,/:ith-children in the program averaged a score of 4.5 on an attitude-

toward-program questionnaire wh 4 is favorabl2 and 5 signifies highly

favorable'), -arid,-in the process of this refinin the conditions of adequate

e,aluation inori atic.I. decision mal:r and evaluator gained further refinement

of the decision quetion. Typically this refinement would occur ,as a conse-

quence o a decision maker indicating that the data presented would not really

be adequate for him to make the kind of decision that he wanted and in fact

'',,, maybe Ull, way in which the decision question had been stated was in-

,a(:curaile. And so, the evaluator and decison maker would jointly redefine

decision question-, into a form that more properly reflected what the decision

h i s i on makers ) iy ma an

6c( that :\EM cassette -- tape, Li fled "Framing the Decision Context,"

.2.;:hat uneasy about the Lap. I felt uneasy not because of the

bind */ of the tape, (which of Loore I wa uuvinced was "great") but' rather

the unew,iness stemmed from time fact that part of the discussion of the tape

dealt n. ;iit.h ,iLimitioil that might .logically be 'cal fed' framing the nori7dec si on

(Arn That 1
the evil no tor in the ,course of the frail ng" r1-6fi it deter"_

tie that indeed in -many i ns there,was no decision that ws to be made

rp';ult of the ivalifation iniormot on; or that the likelihood of decisions

retmot-. Poriow, onoth6r'rei6,on for uneasiness was that I wee aware of

i kjrt, deal of 11(111-11"6 ion Hioh,(1 whilthaimr ,IcLiviCy that perhaps was not,.

ivi [hi in the Ai. PA tunnel to
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ziEvaluation does not, always lad to decisions that will be made.

Occasionally, possibly, even frequently; evaluations were never intended to

t-

lead'to decisions. Thus, what I was driving at (what'I.was concerned about

.'at the time-that I developed that tape speech),was perhaps not the decision

context but the necessity for understanding the total context in which the

evaluation. would be occurring.

Universiti professor are ofifen,stereotyped as ready to develop a model,

a theory, a formulation, a framework, a conceptualization, a tautologogy, a

theoretical Formulation, or any of dozens of other esoteric conceptual end,'

ties, at the drop of a--hat or at tig merest indication-of the potential

possibility that one might be helpful. I would find it helpful to develop a

categorization (you'll note that that was not one of the terms I previously

ridiculed) showing three dimensions or way of classifying the evaluation

context; there ere undoubtedly others that might come to your attention or

which might beLcme imm-diaLely apparent: ror

(

moment I find this a helpful

way to think about the evaluation context. (I can't really say how long it

will remain unchanged).

The first dimensiOn of the evaluation context is something that I will

refer to as evaluation intent. As I look at the research that I had done on

evaluation utilization, at the case studies that I am currently conducting re-

fated to this particular topic end to the evaluation projects that I have

personally condu?cted in school districts and in other kinds of organizations,

I
become acutely aware of the necessity of in king the distinction between

evaluations which are commissioned for the purpose of obtaining some results

or learning about some outcomes of the program) as opposed tp those evalua-

tions in which the major intent is the commissioning of the evaluation itself.
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In the latter instance,it is the process pf having the evaluation conducted

that it important rather than the results that might be obtained from the

evaluation. In some respects, the commissioners of the evaluation see it as

almost immaterial whether or not the evaluation ultiMatelc produces one set

ofjindings or another (or none at ,111),

As I've :adicated, one potential evaluation intent. then is engaging in

the process. -Obviously another possible dimension of evaluation intent is

having a concern for the results or an uhdertandirig of the outcomes of the

program. But I would like to br:Tak this into two categories, the first, a concern

tor the results with d particular predisposition as to what the nature of

those results should be, and the second, having a concern for the results

Cohere there is an openmindedness on the part of those commissiining the

evajuation.

I have become aware of instances in which those' commissioning an evalua-

tion really hove done so in ader 10 "show that the program is doing a good

)ob." The intent is net to "deLermine 1 ro trfe program is doing a- good job"

but to show. .Hopefully, instances of this type are few and lessening. Hope-

fully, more and more evaluators are xefusing to participate in evaluations

which nave this as `the intent.

Inus, 1 see three categories, of evaluation intent: 1) prot:ess,.2) results

411-)1 Prr'll'd)wj Lion and .l) results (or results epenminded, if you wish).

Boo t me consider d second dimension of the evaluation context. (Help

Lide on name-for this dimension of the evaluation context.) It seems

io me that (valuations are commissioned either for individual or for organi-

zutIondi pdrpor:,es, and moreover', that the variety of.organizational purposes



differ rather substantially. For example,I can inceive of an instance

where anvaluation might be 1:ommissioned-to fulfill personal needs Of the

individual requesting the evaTuation. That is, the function is not so much

the demonstration of a program Imh. rather it is an action that is taking

place and hos been commissioned by a decision maker, primarily because

of a view th/A it might add to his own personal glory., or to his status

within the district, or to his feelings about himself, or to the way his

Colleagues in other districts view him.

I suppose there is a certain amount of the personal elemnt in every

situation. When 'I describe the alternatives within this dimension, I

suspect that they are not mutuall:y exclusive, but that rather we're. concerned
P

with the extent to which one or another of them is the dominating motivation.

As a second alternative within this dimension, I suppose that one might

think that the dominating motivation could he found within the schdol program

Chore is an insisLence by Leachers or by a )Yogram director

that an evaluatiop be conducted to find out how "we" are doing). Possibly,

the dominating motivation is at the schOol or district level. Possibly, the

prime mover is the principal of the school or the Superintendent of Schools --

although my experienCe tells me that this is not usually4he case because

, %i

they typically do not want to shake up the system unless it is required from

elsewhere.

A further possible motivating force is frequently the school board. I

rpLail performing an evaluation for a school district of arOlternative high

school. in that c.asc, ic wo> the school board that insisted that an evalua-

tij,on take place. (Something novel Was being introduced into a relatively

13



. conservative schooi and they wanted the a of knowing whether

it worked -- and.tif'it4i,dn't, they wanted the politi,cal insulation of having

!'
called for .the etral'uation that demonstrated it.) Another possibi ii.ty is that

the dominating fOrce , the motivating force, might come from the community it-

. )

t\

self. Perhaps-an,example of this might be on hiWy volatile issues wh.,th,t

invoke a great deal of community fervor (e.g. busing).an'd an evaluation,

(generically., sane kind of data acquisition and summary activities-) -- an

evaluation is, called for in response to an evaluation motivating force from the

community.

A Final,example of this dimenSion of the,06text is theexternal agency.

Atici' I feel that this is a particularly appropriate example bec&use many

evaluations, (possibly most evaluations), are commissioned primarily because

of an eternal agency (a state or federal government) and,the requirements

agenCy has placed,upon organizations that receive program fOnds. Let'me

Lake this one example ,and -explore it somewhat further'since..jt _forms such

a major portjon of whis done_under the label "evaluation."

G2 -went agenicies impose reportIng requirements on school diStricts.

. ,

Thesereporting.requirements demand the present4tion of certain kinds of data --

0 ,

soma. .,3,11--794,hjs outcome data. .These reporting requirements are generally

't7

called" ±;(%.acW(aion ". by the agencies. Al "evaluation" -i&', in.)

*.,,, .

4-if.
; ji

'.10;: Xk.:i--
.

.

The pro* ;whe. f.cfc.f were felt HnH..ant, evaluation 1:tiviOes
A,

......_

cally, procedures get modified, ref.i.ned,
that b

Y.

enlarged, re re-4enlarged. And while the intent (4,Sually

tevpyide do inAtion.system and an evaluative procedure useful fori'

"dec,k4on making A local levels and at state levels) may have been clear

2,



to those who initially conceived of the system, each subsequent refineopent

to the procedure makes the rationale less clear. Soon, thos/ewho become

enmeshed in the procedural contortions become a captive d'f the procedures

and in a very real sense, the agency is the dominatihg force. Domination

by the agency usualy precludes whatever valid decision.utility intent that

might have initial 1j been present as the corner-; tone of the "Levslua-

tion procedure." In practice; agency dominated or motivated evaluation
0-

frequently has little if any impact on decision making,. It' *Add be sur-

prising if this kind,e. evaluation did have impact. The smallest amount of

knowledge of hOw federal agencies and other large governmental bureaucravies

operate,- quickly convinces one that this is not an arena in which empirical

rationality always the dornnant mode. Furthermore, 'a little common

sense, undertEihding of the time schedule with which funding decisions get

made in agenCiies at the state and:-federal level (for example), in juxtapo,si-

tion with tft time of the year in which governmentally required "evaluation

reports" are received, quickly convince one ghat there is no way that such

reports cain have'impact upon fundingl,decisions: Agency-required evaluation
y.

T-- '

reports typitally are received from three to six months

decision has already been made.

the fuking

Typically,the only way that the evaluator can have impact in such pro-

grams,in terns of the proVision of evaluation information leading to program

modifications, is for the evaluator to develop a relationship with project

personnel; where project personnel are attentive to the evaluation findings,

, 4
respect the evaluator and his inteqcity:and are aware /of major evaluation

findings, prior to the publication of the final evalua,tion report, and are

15 q



able and willing to incorporate these recommendations into program changes

for subsequent years. In many cases, the routinizadbn of the procedures

convinces,tpeevaluator that compliance with agency requ'irements is synony-'

mou'S:with good evaluation and doing more is redundant.

'(This belief reinforced by many practicing school administrators,

who believe-that evaluation is simply an event that leds to comp141,6Ace with

various requirements. There is no real expectation that major basic

deciSions will be made. The name of the balOgame is simply not to get

/dinged" by the governmental agency -- in-short to show the agency that

you've played the ge their way.) /./

Let me summarize one point with respect to this second dimension, -and

that is that we are not concerned with who actual4 commissions the evalua-

tion, ;rather the question is who or what is the motivating force for

the evaluation being" commissioned. In the past, when I have placed emphasis

and'concern upon designation of the evaluation report commissionn-'

son who actually set in motion the selection of an eva]

me that ,he ri 7t question in teims of uncle ing the

relationship between Lhe evaluator and the person he was to to but

it)missed a very important dimension, and that dimension dealt with who or

what was the rioving force that necessitated an-Taluation. Now what name

would you give to this second dimension of the evaluation context? (Shall

we call it the evaluation motivating force dimension? Kind of clumsy --

perhaps you'll help me think of a better name for this dimension.)

There is a third dimension to the context of evaluation which I would

like to identiefy. This dimension deals with the extent to which those

16
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commissioning the evaluation have a specific set of expectations as to the

areas to be investigated, the goals to be examined, or what it is the eval-

uator is to do. Perhaps one could think of the ends of a continuum as
N_

restricted agenda evaluation or open agenda evaluatj,ron. It seems to M

thapthis description goes/ far beyond the goal-based/goal-free distinction

that Michael Scriven has made in his writings, because we are dealing with

, far more than, the goals of the organization. Of concern night also be

program chara,C7terist4s and the extent to which they're implemented. Also 6.

1.

included wi hin this category is a-general expression of the autonpmy granted

to the evaluator, pointing at the program to be evaluated and asking him to

presept a report. The typical program evaluati-on situation of which most of

us are .aware has a tightly prescribeeagenda within which the evaluat

expected to live. Typically,-this tight ores .on is related, to the

i'or completing a report, to an external agency. However, even

withouL such a report to an external agency, I have performed evaluations in

some instances where school districts have let out requests for proposals

that specifically state the activities that the evaluator is to engage in

and the kinds of data that he is tQ collect. (And I am sure that many of you

have performed such evaluations as well.)

At the other end of the continuum, I can recall som6 instances of eval-

uation situations with "open agendas." In one case, I had been requested by

a State Legislative Committee to "evaluate" the educational program of

that State's juvenile detention facilities. This evaluation was to take

place within.a three dal period. And there were little if anyoaddttional

prescriptions presented tot me on the way in which this evaluation would take

64
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place, the data would be collected, the way in which my observations would

take place, or the way in which my final report would ultimately be'framed.

I was the evaluator. I had performed evaluations for this State LegislatLA

on a number of other occasions. The legislature had been impressed and

pleased with my wbrk. Thus, in this instance, there seemed to be a

belief in the evaluator as an-omnicient presence who needed no guidance or

framework, who was neither to be bounded by the goals of the program, by

reporting requirements and formats, or by specific decision concerns of
4

those responsible for programs. In this instance, what was wanted wawa

sage, a seer, perhaps an oracle of Delphi. (T hope 'alai-. when such oactes

are commissioned, that those who do so get not the oracle but the true

priests. [ tory of DELPHI stone, smoke rising, etc., a mad illierate

woman, priests who interpreted her ramblings into meaningful statements

in line with the context.])

At any rate, what I have identified here is a thir'd dimension of the con-

text of evaluation. Perhaps I might call this third dimension of tIA evalua-

tion context something like evaluation structure -- implying-the structure

provided to the evaluation by those_who commission it rathfr than the structure

provided to the evaluation by the evaluator in the process of his conducting it.

What it appears to me that I have said thus far is that the notion of
V

decision-oriented evaluation (or of any other single kind of approach to eval-

uation) is extremely limiting and that instead we ought to be thinking of the

context in which the evaluation takes place context-oriented evaluation If

you will. And that one way of framing-that context, one way of describing

the context in which evaluation takes place is in terms of three dimensions

that I hive referred to as evaluation intent, where the primary difference

18
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is between wanting the evaluation-because you want the results, as opposed

to wanting the.eValuation simply to demonstrate that,Xhe proCess has °

(

taken place. The second dimension of this context .of evaluation is the iden-

PP
tifOatiod-of the evalualon motivating, force -- the motivatingk-individliio

or force for the evaluation being conmisstoned.e The third dimehsion of the

context of evaluation is the evaluation's structure which I defined as the

restrictiveness or;openne'ss with which,the valuation could be conducted

that its the 'structure imposed upolthe evaluation prior to the

evaluator commencing his work.

, Now it appears to me that the first and major job)of the evaluator is

to play to this dominant context, 'to p ovide an evaluation consistent with

the major contextual needs of a given /situation. Or, alternatjvely
(

if that

context is , ethically unpure or what you, to

/'
either refuse to do the evaluation or (with greater risk) perform the eval-

uation in a manner not intended to serve thedbminant evaluation context

But if the latter course is chosen, if the evaluator chooses to perrorm an

evaluation inconsistent with the doMinant context, he ought to do it with a

full understanding of the situation and the potential consequences instead

of withwith the naivete that currently exists in evaluators who sometimes per-

form an evLluation, have high expectations for it and suffer the disappoint-

ment of apathy on the part of those who receive the report'. If the evalvtor

is aware of the dominant context and finds it appropriate to work within that

context there is no reason why he should not be ablei.to attempt.to extend the

implications and findings of his work to other appropriate contexts or to

even attempt to change the dominant context. The important point, however,

is that if evaluation is to in. any way be useful 'we need to be aware of what

is the contextual starting point.

19
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Against these various contextual situations there are perfraps,a'vartety

of ev'luation forms and styles that become imposed. Different evaluators

have different ways of approaching the eValuation-situation. Sometimes the

match with the context is. good, sometimes it is poor. When the match of the
( .

-.2--- . \
,,Jevaluator with the context is good, he will typically praise himself for an

aluation well done. But when the match is poor, he will typically bemoan,

the lack of responsiveness of the various program participants to his evalua-
.

tior.

Now,itAlatabout.theseidifferentforrhs.and styles? Dialuators approach

their task n.different ways. Some valuatos have been labeled dr }lave

labeled themselves as decision-oriented. evaluators (they must use different
0
models to. describe the steps_ in the sequence asNthey see them) and in each

situa6d0 they 'ust struggle to identify the potential decisions even in

situations ere none exist. Some evaluators prefer the role of seer and

try to pose that upon all situations. Some evaluators readi4y accept

the role of "federal form filler-outers" and "state staiute.satisfiers" and

willingly do wh is necessary to satisfy those requirements. That too is

evaluation.
I.
Context oriented evaltuatia involves the necessity of recognizing con-

textual needs and of matching evaluative orientation and style to contextual

needs. To the extent that an evaluator has the insight and the abilities to

t9

modify his style in h s response to the contextual situation, he will be more

successful. Generally, the evaluator cannot do very much more than the con-

text will allow. Generally, evaluation wi/11 not be more than the context

will allow.
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someone Mould ask you (I can't imagine who_would) what th4t speech

by Alkin was all about, it ,seems to me that you might° tell them that it dealt
24

V

with why evaluations don't--worl, that there was a' certain amount of confes:

siotn on his part as to how fire felt he,had erred in his evaluation presr' ip-

tions of the past, there, were a lot of musings and mutterings, and substan-

tively he focused orpcontext-ohepted evaluation -- the 'notion that we ought
6

to be aware. of
2

the 1:Atext in which evaluation takes place and be responsive

to that context. of

.4
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